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The diversity of diversity This post of mine is based on a comment I made in a Facebook group for bloggers
and authors in February Or should we only write about topics we have experienced? My book begins with an
antisemitic attack by two teenagers against a Jewish woman. Universities throughout the country are now a
breeding ground for anti-Israel and antisemitic behaviour. According to the Community Security Trust, there
were 1, antisemitic incidents recorded nationwide in - a record level in the UK. My point was that it will
always be difficult to please everyone but you do have to make sure your book is well researched - and others
in the discussion agreed. You have the ultra-religious communities, who may dress and behave in a particular
way and are most easily identified as being Jewish. And then you have everyone else in between. My book is
set in a fictional town based on where I live, with some more observant Jewish families and some who keep
very little of their religion but still identify themselves as being Jewish. Despite living in a fairly Jewish area,
many people around here including us have experienced antisemitism some openly, some disguised and some
completely shocking. Even where I live, members of our Synagogue observe it in different ways, at different
levels of religiosity. This is a clear example of diversity within one Jewish community. Pesach, which lasts for
eight days, commemorates the exodus of the Israelites from slavery in Egypt. The festival has many different
features. We eat special foods. Matzah is made from flour and water and cooked very quickly. We prepare for
Pesach with the ultimate spring clean. We cover all the kitchen surfaces. And yes, it can be stressful okay, a
nightmare. We have a special family meal on the first two nights. The Seder details, and the story of Pesach,
are written in a special book called a Haggadah. Some families only do one Seder on the first night - we do
both nights. During the Seder, we sing songs and have discussions. Frogs may be dotted around the table not
real ones, I should add - as frogs feature in the second plague. Last year, we had the parting of the Red Sea
down the centre of our Seder table - thanks to blue crepe paper, sand-coloured felt, fish stickers, shell-shaped
sequins and Playmobil figures Egyptians and builders etc. I think I enjoyed making it far more than my
teenagers enjoyed seeing it. We even have a big Playmobil pyramid stored in the loft from when my boys
were younger. One of these is the theme of modern slavery and not just the obvious - think about how
enslaved we are to technology and social media. Then finally the theme of antisemitism, which returns to my
book. But I may not only attract criticism from the wider population, and in some ways this worries me more,
turning writing this book into more of a challenge to get it right. As already mentioned above, the Jewish
community is diverse. The Jewish characters in my book are also diverse, from a Jewish community like my
own. When we read books, they touch us in many different ways, based on our nature and nurture, our
upbringing, our past experiences, our present situation. No two readers will read a book in the same way or
respond to it in the same way. Ultimately, we should be free to write and read about what excites us, what
motivates us, what challenges us and what drives us.
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Participants will read a minimum of 12 library audio or print books in the year. Pick your own challenge level.
Library Card on Fire: Though, truth be told, not a tough one. There should be a category, Book Addicted. I
read way more than 50 in any given year. Which is one of the great things about reading library books. You
only need to read what you enjoy, without feeling guilty about wasting money. Sometimes I post a recipe
inspired by the book, or have a little more in depth review, and will add a link, in that event. So, without
further ado, here are my ongoing reads: Angel Landing , by Alice Hoffman. Not my favorite of her books, but
an enjoyable and absorbing read all the same. Unique, sympathetic characters, though the motivation of Finn,
a major protagonist, was unclear. I kept wanting someone to ask him, "why did you do it? The Girl in the
Glass , by Susan Meissner. A beautiful story, set partially in 16th century Florence with a Medici princess, but
mostly in the present with a young woman who has longed all her life to visit Florence, and how one life
impacts the other through another woman she meets there. The importance of imagination balanced by reality.
I do enjoy her Victorian mystery series, of which this is Lightweight, English cozies, but usually with a good
plots and enjoyable characters. Turbo Twenty-Three , by Janet Evanovich. Another of her hysterically funny
Stephanie Plum novels. Plum is an often inept bounty hunter for her cousin Vinnie in Trenton, N. The whole
plot, the scrapes she gets into, her sidekicks, family, co-workers, boyfriends, and assorted other characters are
so over-the-top, I just laugh my way through the books, and this is no exception. Love it, though perhaps it
needs a rude, crude and sexy warning. Further review and food here. I keep hoping for Lady Julia to be a bit
more pro-active and less dependent upon others for rescue. After all she knows how to shoot, and has now had
boxing lessons. Another terrific mystery with so much added goodness in terms of the food Bruno prepares,
and the wines sampled and described. Complex characters, with a helping of romance. I especially like that the
hero, Bruno, is one I can admire, with his gardening, hunting, cooking, truffle raising and wine appreciation.
These novels are set in the s, sometimes in England, India or France. Eugenics and euthanasia are issues
involved here. Our hero, unasked and unprepared, finds himself at the heart of international intrigue, trying to
stave off a grave threat to Britain and France, whilst fleeing pursuit from London and through the wilds of the
Scottish highlands. Yes I do have favorites. He is the author of a series of wacky mysteries, featuring The
Peculiar Crimes Unit, an off-shoot of MI5, or something like it, in London. Starring an eccentric lead duo,
entertaining cast of characters, and as with this one, a confounding, seemingly impossible case, they need to be
read for full appreciation. Further review with food here. This was a truly excellent book. My complete review
is here. It seemed to drag on a bit, bogged down I think by the language and customs of the time, not brought
sufficiently to life. Not really a very satisfying conclusion either. Love Story, with Murders, by Harry
Bingham was all right as far as murder mysteries go, and I liked that the heroine was able to hold her own and
take down criminals using some martial arts skills would like to see more like her though a lot of her life was
fairly problematic, due to psychological issues, and smoking weed all the time would certainly not help in the
real world with overcoming mental problems. Other characters were well done however. A Fall of Marigolds ,
by Susan Meissner - I enjoyed this blend of times and the events surrounding two NYC catastrophes, a
devastating factory fire in September of and the World Trade Center attacks in September of , with
connections between two women and a beautiful scarf, passed down through them. Good characterizations and
a well-crafted story-line. The Seven Sisters , by Lucinda Riley - a favorite author of mine, debuts here the first
of a new series. This opening novel is the story of six adopted girls, with the main focus in this book on the
eldest, Maia. All six are named after the stars of the Pleiades, though the seventh is missing, to be revealed
eventually we hope. I enjoyed the settings, in Switzerland and then in Brazil, as Maia discovers her
background before adoption, the individual characters and plot were very well done. City of Jasmine , by
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Deanna Raybourn - another by a favorite author. I do enjoy her Lady Julia Grey series. This one is an
enjoyable stand alone about a s aviatrix, who after losing her husband on the Lusitania, takes up flying. What
more could you ask for? Well, maybe deep thoughts. She seemed to spend most of her time being tired. Which
is tiring to read about. The plot was a bit implausible as well. Persuasion, by Jane Austen - which if I had ever
read previously, did not remember. It takes a bit of concentration, getting past the dated language, cultural
expectations and expressions, such as "under-hung": But once in the swing of it all, I enjoyed the story, and
characters. The Kitchen Counter Cooking School, by Kathleen Flinn - A seriously enjoyable book, not an
oxymoron, as it is serious, funny and enjoyable reading. Lots of excellent cooking and healthy food
purchasing advice, as well as inspiration and recipes. Jeffries Appeals the Verdict , by Emily Brightwell - one
of my favorite "cozy mystery" series, set in Victorian London, with a great cast of characters, and this one
better than some with a tricky plot and good resolve. A "re-imagining of Jane Eyre as a gutsy, heroic serial
killer", slightly tongue-in-cheek. She considers herself irredeemable, and a horrid person, however we readers
will look on it quite differently. Each killing being quite justifiable in an exceedingly wicked world, by a
stalwart orphan, often fighting for her very life or that of those dear to her. What can I say, other than that they
are terrific, with utterly singular characters, outlandish plots, and wild resolutions, with of course great humor.
More on my review post. All very decadent, and lovely with bits added, some of which I would object to, were
I Gerald Murphy, or his survivors, being there is no verifiable evidence, though admittedly very politically and
correctly expedient for an author. If "he struggled with his sexuality" and overcame, keeping his family intact,
that is more to the point. At least Bryant is off the wall, balanced somewhat by his partner, John May. Fowler
is an amazingly creative writer. This is a very draw-you-in sort of book. Hard to put down, with characters that
make you want to simultaneously wring their necks and give them a hug. Terrifically enjoyable reading, and a
further review here. A clever English countryside who-done-it, with good plotting and characterizations.
However, Vera is not exactly an appealing central figure. Peaches and Scream, by Susan Furlong - an okay
sort of "cozy mystery". I was not particularly taken by the backstory of the leading lady. What a great
storyteller, growing in competence with each book. I am totally looking forward to her next, recently released,
which unfortunately, our library does not yet have. So sensual with descriptions of nature, animals and
especially food. Not to mention a good mystery, criminals to catch. I wish the Renaissance man hero would
settle with one girl though. A Spider in the Cup, by Barbara Cleverly, in her excellent Joe Sandilands
Investigation series, a tricky political plot in the time of King George and President Roosevelt, with fear
rampant that Germany would once again plunge the world into war, Joe is charged with guarding an American
senator during a World Economic Conference in London. A good "Cozy" as are the rest. Characters and plot
well done. Delightful plotting, good culinary inspiration, with sides of an exotic poison garden, rare orchids
and a greedy murderer. Also included are some recipes I want to try. The girl bounty hunter starts off her
career in this novel. Does she really have to be so totally inept? The Color of Light, by Karen White, who is
fast becoming a favorite author of mine. This novel takes place in the low country of South Carolina, on
Pawleys Island. A good story of love, restoration and growth. Great characterizations, plotting, a cold case
mystery and local color. I always enjoy his books and will be sad indeed if and when they come to an end. An
Equal Music, by Vikram Seth is an involved, often rather technical look into the world of classical chamber
musicians, as well as coming close to being classical romantic tragedy. Sad, but an engaging and well written
read. A Perilous Undertaking, by Deanna Raybourn, in her new series, the Veronica Speedwell Mysteries
about a Victorian era lady lepidopterist, who also solves crime.
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Can Facebook Cause Cancer? Posted by my student to our on-line course discussion-- about technological
substitution for a personal touch! It could also impair mental performance. This could increase the risk of
problems as serious as cancer, strokes, heart disease and dementia, Dr Sigman says in Biologist, the journal of
the Institute of Biology. Classmate Two shared my own predicament. Both of us had our school e-mail
systems down on St. No mail could go in or out for anyone surnamed "H" through "R. And, no, dear wife, I
cannot somehow do all my composition separately in Word and then cut-and-paste. Classmate Four had no
Time Warner cable or Net access. The one element most people cut in a recession, we expand. Drinking from
the plasma firehose. Firehoses also spray those of us teaching where I do with a lot of blowback. What my
wife termed "comically dystopian" certainly captures the George Saunders-like story I find myself a hapless
character within, trapped as much as any creation by an omniscient narrator as distanced from my
occupational plight as any clockmaker Deity. One reason-- despite the thrill of finding out a part-time, young
English instructor enrolled in the teacher training with me is also a medievalist, a lover of Malory and the
Scots, and with an M. It calls itself a University. It also requires my increasingly dispirited submission to the
Combine. No Nurse, no electro-shock, no Indian. Its centrally-placed warden can peek through the blinds at
his prisoners arrayed in cells all around him. Those immured never know when or where he spins his
telescopic scrutiny. Similarly, an electronic system for the past year has required all of our courses to be taught
in eight weeks, compressed and accelerating the time taken to advance in supposedly three years towards
graduation and the hi-tech careers that my employer advertises as the carrot after the stick of the B. The boss
of my boss corrected me recently. I asked in the teacher-training modules I am now taking if any "prestigious"
college had used the "blended" model in which we were being schooled so as to school others-- once all of our
courses had been converted to this top-down, McDonaldized format. I found out that, no, while universities
had used hybrid systems similar to ours, that no, none had combined this blended approach with a
standardized course implementation. Blame my dissenting nature. I play my role with spirit, but also with a
sense of being cast by a director in a part that portends my own breaking on the wheel, my capitulation on this
peda-technological rack. I glance at the technical faculty. They reveal in their comments that they were not
hired for their English skills. The techies also show no signs of rebellion. We humanists did, backs watched by
one business lecturer. Now, joined by trusties, week two of our work-service non-furlough, my spirits ebb as
the routine that we will soon ourselves oversee surges. We upload humdrum homework and log-on regularly
as we punch the clock and tote that bail, albeit by tapping at a mouse. Power, conveyed by electricity, by
networking, by the substitution of the byte for the blab, the post for the chat: We share therefore the same cells
my students will, if on a different wing. If riots break out and take down this network, I am not sure how we
will work, teach, eat, or survive. Those who could arguably benefit from holding the carceral system hostage
themselves occupy cells down the row from ourselves. Any subversives or anarchists would be fouling their
own nest. Out of some desert or Darfur outpost, one day in a century wracked by global warming, refugee
revolts, and globalized backlash, who will storm the Bastille? Who may find us cowering behind dead laptops
and dying BlackBerries? Meanwhile, since we digital inhabitants earnestly believe that by staying indoors and
off the roads, we hole up at Starbucks or on the beach, if we believe the ads. We work and teach and
telecommute and gossip. We must now progress by keystrokes. Perhaps we truly ease the burden on our planet
while avoiding confrontation; maybe we find the upside of fewer face-to-face encounters? After all, my time
on bus and train weekly does not inexorably enhance my love for my fellow man and woman in this smoggy
megapolis. So, I retreat to my lair, surrounded by books and plugged into music. I wire myself willingly for
some tasks, and perhaps obediently for others, just as my students do. On Facebook I can send Little Green
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Patches to help save rainforests, and virtual karma that may who knows restore good deeds for past lapses
among classmates once tormented and friends once lost and now found. I wonder if a Buddhist emanation into
the biosphere via the blogosphere can elevate us to a less harried, more nuanced, way of understanding? Or,
am I a typically cocooned, risibly oblivious, citizen of a blinkered society as trapped as an inmate in the
Panopticon under a hostile or indifferent, absent or present, transcendent or heartless gaze I will never verify?
An Eloi basking amidst the fin-de-siecle as the Morlocks growl below me still unseen? On my blog, I write to
you, and a few of you may respond. Here, if not in person, you and I seek each other, and I hope we still can
heal ourselves and learn as we connect. The prisoners in their cells, occupying the circumference-- The
officers in the centre. By blinds and other contrivances, the Inspectors concealed One station in the inspection
part affording the most perfect view of every cell.
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Seashell, The dink that stopped the clock, The house on Kyverdale Road.

Siddur and Jewish liturgy Piyyut Classical Jewish poetry Many traditional Jewish texts are available online in
various Torah databases electronic versions of the Traditional Jewish Bookshelf. Many of these have advanced
search options available. Jewish legal literature Main article: According to rabbinic tradition, there are
commandments in the Torah. Some of these laws are directed only to men or to women, some only to the
ancient priestly groups, the Kohanim and Leviyim members of the tribe of Levi , some only to farmers within
the Land of Israel. Many laws were only applicable when the Temple in Jerusalem existed, and only of these
commandments are still applicable today. These oral traditions were transmitted by the Pharisee school of
thought of ancient Judaism and were later recorded in written form and expanded upon by the rabbis. The Oral
law is the oral tradition as relayed by God to Moses and from him, transmitted and taught to the sages rabbinic
leaders of each subsequent generation. For centuries, the Torah appeared only as a written text transmitted in
parallel with the oral tradition. Fearing that the oral teachings might be forgotten, Rabbi Judah haNasi
undertook the mission of consolidating the various opinions into one body of law which became known as the
Mishnah. The commentaries from each of these communities were eventually compiled into the two Talmuds ,
the Jerusalem Talmud Talmud Yerushalmi and the Babylonian Talmud Talmud Bavli. These have been
further expounded by commentaries of various Torah scholars during the ages. In the text of the Torah, many
words are left undefined and many procedures are mentioned without explanation or instructions. Such
phenomena are sometimes offered to validate the viewpoint that the Written Law has always been transmitted
with a parallel oral tradition, illustrating the assumption that the reader is already familiar with the details from
other, i. The Halakha has developed slowly, through a precedent-based system. The literature of questions to
rabbis, and their considered answers, is referred to as responsa in Hebrew , Sheelot U-Teshuvot. Over time, as
practices develop, codes of Jewish law are written that are based on the responsa; the most important code, the
Shulchan Aruch , largely determines Orthodox religious practice today. Jewish philosophy Jewish philosophy
refers to the conjunction between serious study of philosophy and Jewish theology. Major changes occurred in
response to the Enlightenment late 18th to early 19th century leading to the post-Enlightenment Jewish
philosophers. Modern Jewish philosophy consists of both Orthodox and non-Orthodox oriented philosophy.
Soloveitchik , and Yitzchok Hutner. Rabbinic hermeneutics 13 Principles of Hermeneutics: A law that
operates under certain conditions will surely be operative in other situations where the same conditions are
present in a more acute form A law operating in one situation will also be operative in another situation if the
text characterizes both situations in identical terms. A law that clearly expresses the purpose it was meant to
serve will also apply to other situations where the identical purpose may be served. When a general rule is
followed by illustrative particulars, only those particulars are to be embraced by it. A law that begins with
specifying particular cases, and then proceeds to an all-embracing generalization, is to be applied to particulars
cases not specified but logically falling into the same generalization. A law that begins with a generalization as
to its intended applications, then continues with the specification of particular cases, and then concludes with a
restatement of the generalization, can be applied only to the particular cases specified. The rules about a
generalization being followed or preceded by specifying particulars rules 4 and 5 will not apply if it is
apparent that the specification of the particular cases or the statement of the generalization is meant purely for
achieving a greater clarity of language. A particular case already covered in a generalization that is
nevertheless treated separately suggests that the same particularized treatment be applied to all other cases
which are covered in that generalization. A penalty specified for a general category of wrongdoing is not to be
automatically applied to a particular case that is withdrawn from the general rule to be specifically prohibited,
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but without any mention of the penalty. A general prohibition followed by a specified penalty may be
followed by a particular case, normally included in the generalization, with a modification in the penalty,
either toward easing it or making it more severe. A case logically falling into a general law but treated
separately remains outside the provisions of the general law except in those instances where it is specifically
included in them. Obscurities in Biblical texts may be cleared up from the immediate context or from
subsequently occurring passages Contradictions in Biblical passages may be removed through the mediation
of other passages. Ishmael [60] Orthodox and many other Jews do not believe that the revealed Torah consists
solely of its written contents, but of its interpretations as well. The study of Torah in its widest sense, to
include both poetry, narrative, and law, and both the Hebrew Bible and the Talmud is in Judaism itself a
sacred act of central importance. According to the Talmud , These are the things for which a person enjoys the
dividends in this world while the principal remains for the person to enjoy in the world to come; they are: But
the study of the Torah is equal to them all. In Judaism, "the study of Torah can be a means of experiencing
God". It is a most serious and substantive effort to locate in trivialities the fundamental principles of the
revealed will of God to guide and sanctify the most specific and concrete actions in the workaday world Here
is the mystery of Talmudic Judaism: In the study of Torah, the sages formulated and followed various logical
and hermeneutical principles. According to David Stern, all Rabbinic hermeneutics rest on two basic axioms:
According to the Talmud, A single verse has several meanings, but no two verses hold the same meaning. It
was taught in the school of R. Just as this hammer produces many sparks when it strikes the rock , so a single
verse has several meanings. Observant Jews thus view the Torah as dynamic, because it contains within it a
host of interpretations [64] According to Rabbinic tradition, all valid interpretations of the written Torah were
revealed to Moses at Sinai in oral form , and handed down from teacher to pupil The oral revelation is in effect
coextensive with the Talmud itself. When different rabbis forwarded conflicting interpretations, they
sometimes appealed to hermeneutic principles to legitimize their arguments; some rabbis claim that these
principles were themselves revealed by God to Moses at Sinai. Ishmael , thirteen baraita at the beginning of
Sifra; this collection is largely an amplification of that of Hillel. Jose ha-Gelili listed 32, largely used for the
exegesis of narrative elements of Torah. All the hermeneutic rules scattered through the Talmudim and
Midrashim have been collected by Malbim in Ayyelet ha-Shachar, the introduction to his commentary on the
Sifra. The conflict between iudaismos and hellenismos lay behind the Maccabean revolt and hence the
invention of the term iudaismos. Cohen writes in his book The Beginnings of Jewishness: It means rather "the
aggregate of all those characteristics that makes Judaeans Judaean or Jews Jewish. During this time, Jews
experienced slavery, anarchic and theocratic self-government, conquest, occupation, and exile. In the
Diaspora, they were in contact with, and influenced by, ancient Egyptian, Babylonian, Persian, and Hellenic
cultures, as well as modern movements such as the Enlightenment see Haskalah and the rise of nationalism,
which would bear fruit in the form of a Jewish state in their ancient homeland, the Land of Israel. They also
saw an elite population convert to Judaism the Khazars , only to disappear as the centers of power in the lands
once occupied by that elite fell to the people of Rus and then the Mongols. Who is a Jew? According to
Rabbinic Judaism , a Jew is anyone who was either born of a Jewish mother or who converted to Judaism in
accordance with Jewish Law. Reconstructionist Judaism and the larger denominations of worldwide
Progressive Judaism also known as Liberal or Reform Judaism accept the child as Jewish if one of the parents
is Jewish, if the parents raise the child with a Jewish identity, but not the smaller regional branches. The
conversion process is evaluated by an authority, and the convert is examined on his or her sincerity and
knowledge. Conversions have on occasion been overturned. Thus a Jew who claims to be an atheist or
converts to another religion is still considered by traditional Judaism to be Jewish. According to some sources,
the Reform movement has maintained that a Jew who has converted to another religion is no longer a Jew,
[83] [84] and the Israeli Government has also taken that stance after Supreme Court cases and statutes. For
example, Jews who have converted under duress may be permitted to return to Judaism "without any action on
their part but their desire to rejoin the Jewish community" and "A proselyte who has become an apostate
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remains, nevertheless, a Jew". Although a minority of modern Karaites believe that Jewish identity requires
that both parents be Jewish, and not only the father. They argue that only patrilineal descent can transmit
Jewish identity on the grounds that all descent in the Torah went according to the male line. This is still not
settled, and occasionally resurfaces in Israeli politics. Historical definitions of Jewish identity have
traditionally been based on halakhic definitions of matrilineal descent, and halakhic conversions.
Interpretations of sections of the Tanakh, such as Deuteronomy 7: Jewish population by country The total
number of Jews worldwide is difficult to assess because the definition of "who is a Jew" is problematic; not all
Jews identify themselves as Jewish, and some who identify as Jewish are not considered so by other Jews.
According to the Jewish Year Book , the global Jewish population in was around 11 million. In , according to
the Jewish Population Survey, there were The Jewish Year Calendar cites Jewish population growth is
currently near zero percent, with 0. Jewish religious movements Main article:
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The mystery aficionados among us will recognize the first six names as fictional detectives. As for the
seventh, well, in the U. But for most of us, I suspect, the idea of actually going into that field never seriously
crossed our minds. David Cohen, however, did start thinking along those lines by the time he was in high
school and college. Over the years, Mr. His activities have ranged from forensic accounting investigating,
which can be done from an office, to surveillance that entails following someone all day. Because he is
shomer Shabbos, he simply does not accept cases that require Shabbos or Yom Tov work. I was able to get in
touch with the daughter and connect them. The daughter was uneasy at first, but after I spoke with her a few
times, she agreed and was ultimately happy that she did. Being an investigator can involve danger. Cohen has
to be wary of some people who approach him for hire. In one case, a man was trying to locate his
ex-girlfriend. It seemed to Mr. Cohen that he was trying to disguise his voice over the phone. Cohen sensed
that getting the information for the man would put the woman in danger. He alerted the police and the woman
and was later questioned by the police about this fellow. Although they take longer than U. These are not as
easy to do, but Mr. Cohen does have contacts he can turn to for help. Cohen attended Yeshiva University and
considered going to law school. When he was in his junior year, a friend was looking into the investigative
field, and Mr. Cohen thought it sounded interesting. After taking some sociology courses at YU, including
some on criminal behavior and others related to the criminal justice field, he began to supplement his courses
by studying on his own. In his senior year of college, Mr. Cohen did an internship at the Department of
Investigation in New York, which investigates city agencies for monetary fraud and other economic issues.
Cohen attended a three-year graduate program at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice in Manhattan,
where he received a broad overview of the field. While engaged in these studies, he was also employed by the
New York City Office of Revenue Investigation, verifying whether people were eligible for welfare. He met
people from all walks of life, interviewed welfare recipients and landlords, reviewed documents, and verified
that the system was not being defrauded. The majority of cases were legitimate. About a year-and-a-half later,
Mr. Cohen got a job with the federal agency Occupational Safety and Health Administration OSHA , which
investigates unsafe workplace practices that can lead to injuries as well as employee claims that they are not
given proper safety equipment. Sometimes, an employee might file a complaint and then be fired shortly
afterward. In the discrimination unit where Mr. Cohen was working, he investigated whether the firing was for
a valid reason or was merely in response to the complaint, which is a violation of federal law. This type of
footwork took him into all types of businesses, from stores and factories to nuclear power plants. Cohen
worked for a private law firm, now called Milberg, where he investigated many interesting cases of
white-collar crime, whistle blowers, consumer fraud, medical fraud, and pharmaceutical fraud. The firm was
involved in some high-profile cases, including the Bernie Madoff and Martha Stewart investigations. One of
the consumer fraud cases Mr. Cohen worked on involved car sunroofs that would spontaneously explode
while the car was being driven. Consumer Reports found that the issue was well known to the auto industry
but was for the most part not being acknowledged or resolved. Class action lawsuits are still moving through
the courts, and exploding sunroof glass continue to be a not-so-uncommon occurrence. Cohen began working
independently, taking cases from individuals as well as from larger investigative firms. Many of his cases
involve locating people, such as runaways and tenants who leave after defaulting on their rent. His profession
has also brought him into contact with all types of people whom he might otherwise never have met. There
was a sports-related case, in which wrestlers were being fired after getting a concussion. The company would
use them when they were popular and then cut them loose. One rather unique service that Mr. Cohen offers is
background checks for potential shidduchim. Although the parents and the shadchan may have done some
asking around, Mr. This is of particular interest for remarriages and older partners, where there are many more
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years of potential hidden history. Of course, everything is kept very confidential, and Mr. Cohen moved from
New York to Maryland in Although he and his family currently still live in their Annapolis home, they are
migrating to Baltimore, where his kids attend school and where they have purchased a house. They have
already been spending Shabbos and the holidays in Baltimore. Happily, it seems that Mr. Cohen did fulfill his
goal of finding a unique and satisfying profession where he can assist people. Although he is not in a position
to offer internships, he does give advice about how to get into the field, and if anyone is interested in getting
their feet wet, he would consider taking on part-time volunteers. Once in a while, Mr. Cohen gives
presentations about his job in schools, tailored to the ages of the kids, such as the one he gave at Cheder
Chabad. The Case of the Missing Piece of Chametz. The dog ate it. He presented them with magnifying
glasses to show their parents. You never know in the investigative field.
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Chapter 6 : Off-the-Shelf Books: The diversity of diversity
Download Full Pages Read Online Chaiky Halpern Books Mihu the detective and the mystery the blue Halpern Books
Mihu the Detective and the Mystery the Missing Chametz.

Lion is featured with a deerstalker and magnifying glass on the front and back covers. Illustrated by Pam
Adams. The "old man" is in ten guises. In number 3 he is a bearded Holmes. The Stones Explore Britain.
Times Literary Supplement July 11, , The Mysterious Disappearance of Ragsby. Written and illustrated by
Barbara Alexander. Oak Tree Publications, []. Illustrated by Carl Anderson. A deerstalkered Mattie wants to
become the first great woman detective. The Sherlock Holmes Coloring Book. Issued in three different
colored covers: A Whitman Book, Two of the "word find puzzles especially for kids" p. The Baker Street
Boys. Based on a television series by Anthony Reed. Published in hardcover and paperback editions. Case of
the Fading Nerds. Illustrated by Terry Kolvalcik. Nerdslock Combs with Dr. Created by Adrian Hoja. Dell
Home Activity Series, Ages A book of puzzles woven together into a mystery story, featuring Detective
Small with a deerstalker and magnifying glass. Stan and Jan Berenstain C Berenstain, Stan and Jan. The Case
of the Missing Pumpkin. Beginners Books, B "The Bear family don their detective gear [deerstalkers and
magnifying glasses] and try to solve the mystery of the missing prize pumpkin. Beginners Books, B Published
in paper wrappers and a library binding. The three Bear Detectives, in Sherlockian costume, search for a
dinosaur bone that is missing from the Bear Museum. The Berenstain Bears and the Missing Honey. Published
in paper wrappers and a library binding. Illustrated by Sam Viviano. With drawings by Peggy Fortnum. The
Curse of Batterslea Hall. Illustrated by Ted Enik. Bantam Books, [March ]. Choose Your Own Adventure, No.
Features a friendly hound named Baskerville and a deerstalkered protagonist. Illustrated by Mary Kornblum.
Hidden Clue Codebreakers Ages Hidden Clue Mysteries Ages The Collected Poems of Freddy the Pig.
Illustrated by Kurt Wiese. Contains poems first published in Freddy the Detective. The Bookmark Reading
Series Literature Series "Freddy the pig and Mrs. Wiggins the cow are partners in a detective agency in the
barnyard at Mr. Zero, a horsefly both shrewd and troublesome, is their first challenge. Freddy and the Men
from Mars. With illustrations by Kurt Wiese. Scholastic Book Services, The pig, Freddy, stimulated by
reading about Sherlock Holmes, sets up in business as a detective. Recommended for young Sherlockians.
Scholastic Book Services, [7th printing August ]. TX Cover illustration of Freddy with a deerstalker and
magnifying glass. Selected and edited by Eleanor M. Johnson and Leland B. California State Department of
Education, Excerpt chapter from Freddy, the Detective. Illustrated by Jim Franzen. Among those who join in
the search for Rebel is a boy named D. See also DB, DB Numbers 1 to 10 and Back Again. The main
character wears a deerstalker and is called Mr. Jennings Follows a Clue. Earnestly doing their well-meant best
for the school -- but leaving havoc in their wake! The cause of the trouble is really Sherlock Holmes! Bugs
Bunny Coloring Book. The Sherlock Holmes Challenge Book. Illustrated by Lucinda Landon. Little, Brown
and Co. Sherlock Holmes is discussed in the introduction; section 5 of chapter 4 is entitled "The Sherlock
Holmes Game"; section 3 of chapter 5, "Instant Detection"; and chapter 12, "Operation Sherlock". The book
also features several Sherlockian illustrations. A fascinating and useful guide for young sleuths. Illustrated by
Diana Wynne. Candy Cruncher appears in Sherlockian costume. Carr, Pat, and Steve Tracy. Unsolved
Mysteries for Kids, Ages Ideas and words by Pat Carr and Steve Tracy. Pictures by Corbin Hillam.
Mindstretchers "Mindstretching activities, games, puzzles, mazes, and more. Sheerluck Ohms with Wattsun.
Super Questions and Answers and Amazing Facts. Based on the Charles M. With an illustration of Snoopy in
Sherlockian costume p. A Perfect Day for the Movies. Written and illustrated by Ron Chatalbash. Godine, [] 1
v. With illustrations by Jody Taylor. A juvenile parody of Holmes that includes Shirley Holmes as a character.
Basil Brush of the Yard. Written and illustrated by Babette Cole. Basil appears in Sherlockian guise
throughout this delightful little book. Illustrated by John Laing. Someone is planning to steal the Crown
Jewels! The first story, entitled "Mr. Who-Did-It," features Terry with a deerstalker and magnifying glass p.
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An illustration of him also appears on the cover. Who-Did-It," by Stanely Widney.
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Chapter 7 : Chaiky Halpern (Author of The House On Kyverdale Road)
Minu the Detective and the Mystery of the Missing Chametz. Story & pictures by Chalky Halpern. Story & pictures by
Chalky Halpern. Jerusalem; New York: Feldheim Publishers, [].

You almost never saw the crew eating, and when you did, it was usually at some kind of a state dinner with a
lot of aliens eating some really weird stuff. I am not kidding. The cookbook was written by Ethan Phillips, the
actor who played Neelix, and who has written stuff like: This is my chicken sandwich and coffee! In the
meantime, both of my freezers are busting at the seams. Whose really cruel and stupid idea was a foreclosure
bus tour? What is wrong with this country? If I saw a bunch of greedy buzzards riding around my
neighborhood in a foreclosure tour bus complete with window curtains, a karaoke machine, and a disco ball,
like the really cool tour bus we rode in Korea , I might be inclined to give them the one-finger New York
salute. Well, they might think twice about getting stuck with all those houses, which means they might work a
little harder at cutting a resonable break for the owners who are going through bad times. Whatever the reason,
these are people that I would rather not have to exchange polite greetings, and I know they share my feelings.
Unfortunately, they all seem to shop in "my" Publix, making for the occasional awkward moment. This
morning was one of them, although I must admit I never expected to see this dude pushing a cart while trotting
obediently behind a lady. This male troglodyte person, who happens to be opposing counsel on a case of mine,
several months back committed the unpardonable sin of getting in the face of one of the young female case
managers, and when I told him not to speak to her that way, he turned on me. Well, I may be only half the
woman I used to be, but my mouth is still the same size and I do not ever put up with some oversized male ego
intruding into my personal space and raising his voice to me. Since that encounter, he scurries away when I
enter a room, giving me a big goofy scowl. Come to think of it, he had the same goofy scowl on his face when
he passed me in the Publix produce section. Rest in peace, dear lady - Geraldine Ferraro , who in became the
first woman vice presidential candidate on a major party ticket, died Saturday in Boston, a family
spokeswoman said. A three-term congresswoman from the New York City borough of Queens, Ferraro
catapulted to national prominence in when she was chosen by presidential nominee Walter Mondale to join his
ticket against incumbents Ronald Reagan and George H. In the end, Reagan won 49 of 50 states, the largest
landslide since Franklin D. And here comes my feminist rant, originally posted over on my Facebook page: It
is unbelievable to me that after the trailblazing efforts of this lady, we still have not elected a female president,
or even vice president. We talk about racism and are able to point to the amazing changes that have taken
place over the past century, the best evidence being the presidency of Barack Obama. Now somebody needs to
give sexism a good, swift kick in the nether regions because, with all due respect to Mr. Obama, Hillary
Clinton should have won the Democratic nomination for President. It seems a whole bunch of people are
terrified at the thought of women in power. And it is bee-yoo-tee-ful! Rob had their steak special, and one of
our friends ordered the Pear and Brie Pork Tenderloin, a grilled tenderloin of pork topped with candied bartlett
pears and brie, and served over butternut squash risotto. We started by sharing their signature Hot Olives
appetizer, diced black olives and Asiago cheese, breaded and deep fried, and served with a cheese and sweet
chili sauce. Delicious with a glass of chilled chardonnay.
Chapter 8 : Popular Passover Books
"Death moved in the night, in search for blood, and when it found Life, it passed on by, like a cloud that moves by the
face of the moon. When he found those dead without the red, he took the life before them born first, and the mourning
emptied itself till the morning.".
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The mystery aficionados among us will recognize the first six names as fictional detectives. As for the seventh, well, in
the U.S. at least, it's less common to associate an obviously Jewish name with the concept of working as a professional
private investigator.
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